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Cindy Lu is currently driving digital marketing strategy and Web optimization as 
a Senior Marketing Manager at VMware. Lu has specialized in Web strategy and 
optimization of marketing programs for the past seven years, including roles at 
Adobe, PayPal and Intuit. 

She has developed, implemented and optimized user experiences by driving 
global website traffic, monitoring conversion funnels and testing webpages, 
landing pages, content, product placement and overall merchandising mix. 

Lu's digital marketing strategy experiences include the product launches of 
Adobe Creative Cloud, PayPal Payments Solutions and Intuit Payments 
Solutions. Lu holds a M.S. from Carnegie Mellon University and two B.A. 
degrees from the University of California, Berkeley. (GO BEARS!) 
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A little about us

VMware is an industry-leading virtualization software 
company that enables IT to deliver services from any 
device, anytime, anywhere. 



Marketing objectives vary by product



Using metrics in the conversion funnel
AWARENESS

CONSIDERATION

CONVERSION

SALE

 PDF Consumption

 Video Views

 Infographics, Case Studies

 Evals Forms

 Evals Downloads

 Lead Flow 

 eStore

 SEO Organic Ranking
 SEO/SEM Referrals
 Visits
 New/Returning Visitors



Rapidly iterate and test 

Identify and capitalize on quick wins

Increase engagement with product differentiation
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Optimize content for the customer 1

Tie optimization efforts to the bottom line 5
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vCenter Log Insight: Business background
Exit rate for overview page was 20% than other product pages



Opportunity: Unusually high bounce rate from vCenter Log Insight 
Overview page.

Objective: Generate greater trial downloads and eStore clicks in the vCenter
Log Insight product pages.

http://www.vmware.com/products/vcenter-log-insight/

vCenter Log Insight: Optimize content for customer
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Hypothesis:
Redirecting visitors to the Features Tab, 
which has a much lower exit rate, will 
increase visitor engagement and will lead 
to greater clicks to the Free Trial Download 
and Buy Online CTAs.

vCenter Log Insight: Optimize content for customer



Background: Unusually high bounce rate from vCenter Log Insight Overview 
page.

Objective: To increase Try and Buy clicks.

Primary Research Question: Will redirecting visitors to the Features Tab 
increase clicks to the Free Trial and Buy Online CTAs?

Test Design: A/B test (Control vs. Redirect) 50/50 split

vCenter Log Insight: Optimize content for customer



Control
Variant B

vCenter Log Insight: Optimize content for customer



Experiment 1: Results

What You Need to Understand: Prospects need the right amount of product 
information before they buy.  

Buy Online CTR Conversion
Rate

Level of 
Confidence

Control Page 0.44% -

Treatment Features Page (redirect) 0.61% 98%

Relative Difference 37.98%

38% increase in Buy Online CTA clicks 
Redirecting visitors to the Features Tab increased clicks 37.98%.
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Log Insight: Rapidly iterate and test
Hypothesis:
Redesigning the Overview page to make it easier to browse will increase 
engagement and will drive trial downloads and eStore clicks.



Experiment 2: Results

What You Need to Understand: The more iterations you test, the more you 
learn about what prospects really want. 

Buy Online CTR Conversion
Rate

Level of 
Confidence

Control 6.05% -

Treatment – New design page 5.24% 98%

Relative Difference 14.3% -

14% decrease in CTR
The new vCenter page decreased clicks 14.34%.
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SMB: Identify and capitalize on quick wins

Background: SMB Solutions Page features multiple products.

Objective: To increase Try, Buy and engagement clicks.

Primary Research Question: Will elevating vSphere Essentials and 
vCenter Log Insight above the fold with CTAs increase engagement?

Test Design: A/B test (Control vs. Variant B vs. Variant C) 33/33/33 
split



SMB: Identify and capitalize on quick wins
Control Variant B: vSphere Essentials Hero

Variant C: vCenter Log Insight Hero



Experiment 3: Results

What You Need to Understand: For a quick win, start with thinking about 
where low-hanging fruit opportunities can be found.     

Buy Online CTR Conversion
Rate

Relative
Difference

Level of 
Confidence

Control Page 1.56% - -

Treatment A – vSphere Essentials CTA 16.50% 956.16% 98%

Treatment B – vCenter Log Insight CTA 6.73% 330.49%

956% increase in clickthrough 
Moving the CTA above the fold increased CTR 956%.
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SMB: Increase engagement with product 
differentiation

Background: SMB Solutions Page features multiple products.

Objective: To increase Try, Buy and engagement clicks.

Primary Research Question: Are SMB prospects more interested in 
vSphere or vSphere with Operations Management?

Test Design: A/B test (Control vs. Variant B vs. Variant C) 33/33/33 split



SMB: Increase engagement with product 
differentiation

Control Variant B: vSphere Essentials Hero

Variant C: vSphere with Operations Management



Experiment 4: Results

What You Need to Understand: Communicating value to prospects starts 
with thinking like prospects. Test language that talks to them, not at them.   

Buy Online CTR Conversion
Rate

Relative
Difference

Level of 
Confidence

Control 1.56% -

Treatment A – vSphere Essentials 18.65% 86.34% 99%

Treatment B – vSphere with Operations Management 10.01% - -

86% increase in CTR 
The CTA copy change to “Get Pricing” increased CTR 86%
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SMB: Tie optimization to the bottom line

How can we continue to build on our success?

? ? ?



SMB: Tie optimization to the bottom line

How can we continue to build on our success?

More testing



SMB: Tie optimization to the bottom line

What You Need to Understand:

The customer journey is constantly evolving and your testing and 
optimization strategy must evolve as well. 



Closing the loop
5 key takeaways to remember 

Rapidly iterate and test 

Identify and capitalize on quick wins

Increase engagement with product differentiation

Optimize content for the customer 

Tie optimization efforts to the bottom line 5
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Thank you
Cindy Lu
Senior Marketing Manager, 
Digital Marketing Strategy
VMware Inc.
@DawnOrchid

John Tackett
Manager of Editorial Content
MECLABS
@johntackett01
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